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Bilgin Yacht Design is a company that has been in business for 

5 generations. The business? Building luxury superyachts! The 

company delivers only the best yachts that go beyond the cli-

ent’s expectations!

One of their latest creations is the breath-taking Lilium, named af-

ter the beautiful white flower. It’s a yacht that promises sunny and 

happy on-water luxury living. Designed by Unique Yacht Design 

on the exterior and manicured on the inside by H2 Yacht Design 

and Bilgin Yacht Design. 

MEET THE LILIUM 

0403

by Bilgin Yacht Design

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/luxury-yachts-meet-lilium-bilgin-yacht-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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Designed for both interior and exterior living, the 48-meter Lilium 

is a prime example luxury yachts design and Turkish craftsman-

ship. With plenty of outdoor lounges, as the sundeck which as 

a jacuzzi and is surrounded by U-shape sunbeds ready for any 

social activity. The yacht also features many other outdoor enter-

tainment areas.

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/luxury-yachts-meet-lilium-bilgin-yacht-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


As for the interiors, they were manicured to bring a sense of 

“peaceful brightness” as Ismail Sengün mentioned. The color 

palette chosen is a direct reflection, as it’s mostly made of whites, 

with a few black touches and golden details.

It can accommodate up to 10 people in her 5-cabin layout. Cab-

ins which were carefully curated and decorated with special at-

tention to both the materials and the color palette. The master 

cabin‘s headboard was designed especially for this yacht!

Everything was thought to detail when designing this yacht, with 

the aim of taking it to a whole new level – from the private jacuzzi 

on the front deck to the galley separated from the rest of the 

yacht, providing a certain distance between the crew and the 

guests.
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https://www.luxxu.net/blog/luxury-yachts-meet-lilium-bilgin-yacht-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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The materials were also paid extra attention to and brass was 

used to create warm atmospheres in the otherwise all-white 

rooms. This is the case for the cabins – the designers selected 

Tycho wall lamp by LUXXU to bring a sense of warmth to the 

rooms.

10

TYCHO SMALL WALL

Following the creation line, the small version of Tycho Wall 

creates a cosmopolitan luxury environment that conveys an 

intimate lighting as its building inspiration and its reflection 

on the water. Brass with gold plated and crystal glass, ideal 

combination to be used with more than one piece. 

SHOP NOW

+ READ MORE ABOUT THIS PROJECT

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/luxury-yachts-meet-lilium-bilgin-yacht-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.luxxu.net/products/tycho-small-wall?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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The Best Designs for your Yact Project



MCQUEEN PLAFOND

Combining the most luxurious design with exquisite hand-

made materials, this piece evokes a dramatic beauty. This 

McQueen Plafond is meticulously designed beauty object, 

perfect to complement the boldest of projects. It is a powerful 

and harmonious approach to contemporary luxury.

SHOP NOW

CHARLA SOFA

Designed in leather with a brass and lacquered wood 

base, Charla Sofa is an item of boundless elegance.  

Timeless with a modern twist this comfortable sofa is ideal for 

living and dressing rooms. It’s low back makes it perfect for 

not interfering with a view when placed on a yacht.

SHOP NOW
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https://www.luxxu.net/products/mcqueen-plafond?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.luxxu.net/products/charla-sofa?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


PULLCAST HARDWARE

PullCast was born digging deep into the wonders of nature 

by a jeweller and a designer, which adore collecting objects 

from outdoor experiences. The Outdoor collection brings 

delecate and elegant shapes from the sea, that will be the 

perfect match to any yacht project.

SHOP COLLECTION

OCTO
OC2031

SHOP NOW

CODIUM
OC2006

SHOP NOW

TOILE
OC2024

SHOP NOW
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https://www.pullcast.eu/collections?product=ocean-collection?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.pullcast.eu/products/oc2006?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.pullcast.eu/products/oc2031?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.pullcast.eu/products/oc2024?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.pullcast.eu/products/tw5005?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


SUSPICION OUTDOOR SIDE TABLE

Sculpted in carrara marble and lined with polished stainless 

steel, Suspicion is the ideal side table for an outdoor area, 

whether by the pool or a relaxing lounge. Yet, the noble ma-

terials make it a good choice for interiors as well, particularly 

when we’re talking about yachts,

SHOP NOW

WATERFALL II BIG WALL LAMP

Made with gold plated brass and fine handmade crystal 

tubes, this simple yet elegant design is ideal to bring luxury 

into any interior it is placed on. Use it in pairs or as a picture 

light. Wall lamps are allways a good idea when we’re talking 

about decoring a luxury yacht.

SHOP NOW
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https://www.luxxu.net/products/suspicion-outdoor-side-table?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.luxxu.net/products/waterfall-II-big-wall?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


OTTO ARMCHAIR

Otto armchair is LUXXU’s omen to its prosperous future, a 

luxurious design Empire. Made with noble materials, such 

as velvet and leather, the brass detail elevates this armchair 

into a masterpiece. Meaning greatness and fortune, this 

armchair is a statement in every imperial ambience.

SHOP NOW

NURA BAR CHAIR

With an uniquely shaped backrest, Nura Bar Chair is the 

ultimate expression of comfortable luxury. Shaped like an 

U to grant maximum comfort and provide an embracing 

feeling, this chair is made of leather, brass, and wood. It’s 

ideal for high-end bars with a glam yet cozy vibe.

SHOP NOW
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https://www.luxxu.net/products/nura-bar-chair?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
https://www.luxxu.net/products/otto-armchair?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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5
Dubai

$350 million

4
Azzam

$650 million

3 
Streets of Monaco

$1.1 billion

2 
Eclipse 

$1.5 billion

1 
History Supreme

$4.5 billion
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In a world of luxury and ostentation, yachts are one of the luxu-

ry toys that rapidly evolved into an extravagance like no other 

in the luxury lifestyle of the wealthiest. If they were started with 

basic accommodation, these top 5 most expensive luxury yachts 

present a modern design that will definitely amaze you.

TOP 5
Most Expensive Design Yachts

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/top-5-most-expensive-design-luxury-yachts/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


5. Dubai – $350 million
The Dubai is owned by His Highness Sheik Mohammed Rashid 
al-Maktoum, ruler of Dubai, this luxury yacht has several 
Jacuzzis, sunbathing areas and a swimming pool boasting 
beautiful handmade tiling. The interior design is equally 
stunning with handmade mosaics and a beautiful circular 
staircase boasting glass steps that create a unique ambient 
lighting. The Dubai also has a loung and large social area 
and numerous guest and VIP suites and a helipad which can 
accommodate a helicopter of up to 9.5 tons.
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4. Azzam – $650 million
Owned by Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nayan, President of the 
United Arab Emirates and Emir of Abu Dhabi. The luxury yacht 
measures 590 feet long and is expected to reach speeds 
exceeding 30 knots or 35mph, becoming one of the fastest 
luxury yachts in the world. The Azzam presents a stunning 
modern design described as “sophisticated and luxurious in 
a turn of the century Empire style” by its creator and French 
interior decorator Christophe Leoni.
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3. Streets of Monaco – $1.1 billion
Designed by Yacht Island Design of Derbyshire County in 
England, this amazing yacht presents a floating replica of 
a section of Monte Carlo, in Monaco. The luxury yacht also 
includes swimming pools and tennis courts providing a luxury 
lifestyle to everyone inside. The Atrium, which houses seven 
guest suites, is the major feature of the yacht. Reserved for 
the fortunate owner there is an amazing luxury penthouse. 
Finally, Streets of Monaco provides BBQ facilities, a café bar, 
a stunning mini waterfall and also helicopters and submarines.

2. Eclipse – $1.5 billion
The world’s second most expensive luxury yacht belongs to 
Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich. This yacht was built by  
the german Blohm + Vos.
The Eclipse has several on board luxuries including two 
swimming pools, hot tubs, 24 guest cabins and a disco hall.  
The luxury yacht has launch boats, two helicopter pads and 
a mini-submarine and boasts intruder detection and missile 
defence systems for maximum security.

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/top-5-most-expensive-design-luxury-yachts/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration


1. History Supreme – $4.5 billion
Finally, the History Supreme. Designed by UK luxury designer 
Stuart, the base of this super luxurious yacht boasts a thin 
layer of solid gold whilst the entirety of the vessel including 
the deck, rails, staircases, dining area and even the ship’s 
anchor, all  feature these precious metals.
The master bedroom is the most outstanding feature of the 
History Supreme, which counts with an exclusive statue made 
from genuine Tyrannosaurus Rex bones and a wall feature 
adorned with meteorite rock.
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https://www.luxxu.net/blog/top-5-most-expensive-design-luxury-yachts/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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Discover the work of one of the best jets and yachts interior de-

signers, Linda Pinto, chairman of Alberto Pinto Interior Design, a 

firm based in Paris which specializes in designing yachts and jets 

for the rich and famous.

The firm designs every element from scratch, which means they 

do everything, from sourcing aviation-safe materials that match 

the clients’ requests to designing the seats to even create exclu-

sive pieces that are both safe for aircraft and follow the clients’ 

desired style.

PEEK INSIDE
A Private Jets & Yachts 
Interior Design Firm

https://www.luxxu.net/blog/private-jets-and-yachts-interior-design/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-yacht&utm_campaign=inspiration
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The firm’s work is so renowned and impressive that out of the 100 

largest yachts in the world the firm has designed 10%, and while 

the company does not reveal the clients’ identity they do reveal 

they are high-profile, from monarchs to billionaires. 

The interior design firm works with both yachts and other vessels 

and jets. But according to Pinto, the real challenge are jets, as 

there are many things to consider, from safety to weight limita-

tions, all without compromising style. Jet’s interior designing usu-

ally works on a bespoke basis.
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